
Our growing company is looking for a product mgr. We appreciate you taking the
time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t
fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for product mgr

Collaborate with sales/marketing, channels and customers to understand the
commercial drivers for specific product features, and define the detailed
requirements of those features in PRDs for each release
Ensure all aspects of decisions on investment, technology, partners, bundling
of components and product costs/margins based on market opportunity and
business rationale have been reviewed as part of the business plan
Track and report on key sales opportunities, investment spend and schedule
on an ongoing basis
Be primary technical contact for any vendor partner relationship (product
portfolio, interoperability, roadmap alignment, ) that is a part of the
Intelligent Routing solution portfolio
Determine product(s) feature phasing over future releases and maintain an
investment roadmap and Plan of Record (PoR)
Work with peer teams to prepare and maintain Sales, Marketing and Proposal
materials for customer opportunities
Promote consistent messaging and positioning of the Service Fulfillment,
Order Management and Activation Services portfolio relative to other
Communications Services
10+ years of product management or related experience in telecom industry
with demonstrated experience in making difficult build versus buy decisions
for new products
5+ years of industry experience with Service Fulfiment, Order Management
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Proven experience in writing requirements for licensed software products,
encompassing not just functionality but all support areas

Qualifications for product mgr

Three years of software development experience (in programming languages
such as C/C++, Java, C# and Objective-C, and scripting languages such as
Perl and Python)
Bachelor of Science degree in computer science, engineering or related field
Ability to travel to community events (10%)
Business, marketing, publishing, and/or project management qualification(s)
Technical degree in engineering or human-computer interaction
Strong understanding of user experience and product modeling techniques


